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Introduction
Since the beginning of significant log exporting from Alaska in the late 1970s, total timber harvests in the State have been fairly constant; however, the share of exports represented by cants has declined, with a corresponding increase in log exports (fig 1) '. Figure 2 gives the ratio of lumber exports to log exports from Alaska and shows the relative decline of cant exports. It has seemed plausible to attribute the decline in cant activity, with its associated employment and mill operations, to encroachment in the marketplace by Alaska logs; this report compares that reasoning with several other explanations for the shift in the export mix.
The matter is timely because aggressive timber harvesting on Alaska's private lands is expected to reduce log exports sharply in the early 1990s (Seymour 1988 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Year Figure 1 -Quarterly softwood lumber and log exports from Alaska.
In figure 1 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 Figure 4 -Ratio of Japanese domestic lumber to log price indexes. 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Figure 5-Japan softwood lumber and log imports from North America.
A second possibility is that there was a steadily increasing preference for logs in Japan, but that the preference was not reflected in relative prices, perhaps because nonprice elements affected purchases. Figure 5 shows a test used to assess Japan's imports of lumber and logs from other major sources, including the history of lumber and log imports from North America; volumes are expressed in thousands of cubic meters, the unit of measure employed in Japanese import data (Japan Lumber Journal 1979 -88, Wood-products Stockpile Corp. 1988 ). In figure 6 , the same data are shown as a ratio of lumber imports to log imports. 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Figure 6-Ratio of Japan softwood lumber to log imports from North America. Our work on Alaska log markets has indicated a demand price elasticity 4 of about 9
in the export market (Flora and McGinnis 1989a) . This is a high elasticity; large relative changes in log supplies are associated with small relative log-price changes.
After looking at how log prices change with changing log supplies, the next step is to assess the sensitivity of cant consumption to these price changes. The Select-Grade We have estimated (Flora and McGinnis 1989a) 
